But Who Killed Miss Gilchrist?
BY PHILIP WHITWELL

WILSON

The "Scottish Dreyfus Case," strangest international murder mystery
of modern times, still unsolved after twenty years despite the
activities of Conan Doyle, the intervention of Parliament,
and the vindication of a famous victim
o'clock on the evening
/-\
of December 21, 1908, Miss
A. J A . Marion Gilchrist, an aged
lady of means who was living alone in
a comfortable apartment in Glasgow,
sent her maid out to buy a newspaper.
The maid, Helen Lambie by name,
closed and double locked the door
behind her. She left within a peaceful
and familiar scene. Miss Gilchrist sat
in the cheerfully lighted dining room,
reading a magazine at the table.
Ten minutes later the locked door,
to which Helen Lambie alone had the
keys and which was the only entrance
to the apartment, was opened again
upon a scene of horror. With it was
opened also a tortuous mystery that is
now darker than ever, after twenty
years; a mystery that has produced an
international cause cSl^bre; a mystery
in which Conan Doyle himself played
Sherlock Holmes.
When Helen Lambie set forth on her
errand that December night, she had
first to descend a private stairway
leading from Miss Gilchrist's second
floor apartment to the street door.
This door, according to the maid's
statement, she locked after her, as she
A T SEVEN

had the upper door. She took with her,
she states, both sets of keys.
This street door was the only entrance to Miss Gilchrist's stairs. If
any one rang the bell. Miss Gilchrist
could pull a wire and release the latch,
so admitting her visitor to the stairs.
As any such visitor ascended the
stairs, Miss Gilchrist had plenty of
time to look him over from the upper
landing and, if she did not Uke his
looks, to close her upper door, with its
double lock and chain, against him.
It was well known that she did
subject her visitors to this careful
scrutiny. She had a reputation of
taking no chances. She possessed considerable property, including a small
hoard of jewelry, valued at approximately ^6,900.
IRECTLY below Miss Gilchrist's
apartment, there was another
apartment on the ground floor. It had
its own entirely separate entrance
upon the street and would not concern us, save for one circumstance.
The lower apartment was occupied
by a family named Adams, and Miss
Gilchrist had an arrangement with
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them that if, at any time, she wanted
assistance, she would knock on the
floor. We may add that the apartment
above Miss Gilchrist's was unoccupied
and does not enter into the case.
Having left Miss Gilchrist reading
her magazine, Helen Lambie bought
the evening paper and returned to the
old lady's apartment at No. 15,
Queen's Terrace. She had been absent
not more than about ten minutes, but
on arriving at the apartment she found
that the street door had been opened
in her absence, and on ascending the
inside stairs, she was met on the landing by the neighbor, Mr. Adams, who
was not a Uttle perturbed.
R. ADAMS explained his presence
by saying that, with his two sisters in the apartment below, he had
been much alarmed by the repeated
sounds above them of " a very violent
fall and then three sharp knocks". Remembering Miss Gilchrist's desire that
he should consider such signals to be a
call for friendly assistance, he had
come to see precisely what was the
matter. Finding the street door ajar,
he had ascended the stairs to the door
of the apartment itself. This was still
double locked, but he had violently
rung the bell, three times, yet without
response. But hstening, he had heard
inside Miss Gilchrist's apartment a
souhd Uke chopping sticks.
Adams had then returned to his
sisters below in their apartment, but
they, hearing further less violent
noises, had insisted that he again visit
Miss Gilchrist's stair. When Helen
Lambie returned and found him there.
Miss Gilchrist's apartment was wholly
quiet. The noises had ceased.
On meeting Adams, it would seem
to be clear that Helen Lambie was

M

quite calm and collected. So far from
displaying surprise or alarm, she suggested that the pulley in the kitchen,
used for drying clothes, might have
fallen, but this theory did not allay
the anxieties of Mr. Adams. He now
learned for the first time that Miss
Gilchrist had been left — as it was
assumed — alone in the apartment,
and he insisted that there must
be something seriously wrong. After
these somewhat leisurely preliminaries,
Helen Lambie, using her two keys,
opened the door.
As they were entering, a man came
out of one of the bedrooms. He was
entirely cool and there was nothing
in his demeanor to excite suspicion.
He approached the door without
haste, walked out, and then, suddenly
putting on speed, dashed down the
stairs, "like greased lightning," slamming the street door behind him.
VEN after this apparition, Helen
Lambie retained her composure.
She entered' the kitchen and the spare
bedroom, and it was only after this
inspection of other rooms that she
proceeded to the dining room, where
she had left her mistress. Her scream
brought Mr. Adams to the scene.
A terrible sight awaited the eye.
There on the table lay Miss Gilchrist's
spectacles, the magazine that she had
been reading, and even a half sovereign that, before Lambie went on her
errand, she had happened to put there.
Nothing of all this was disturbed but,
stunned by a treacherous blow. Miss
Gilchrist had fallen to the floor, and
there her head had been so shockingly
battered that she was speechless, and
her life virtually extinct.
Lambie immediately rushed out of
Miss Gilchrist's apartment and told
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the news to a niece of Miss Gilchrist, Police Headquarters when, on Christnamed Margaret Birrell, at whose mas Day, a cycle-dealer named Allan
residence she arrived at "about M'Lean reported that, at his club,
7.15 P.M." — or within a quarter of there was a man of his acquaintance
trying to dispose of a pawnticket,
an hour of the tragedy.
When the old lady's jewelry was appertaining to a diamond brooch
examined, it was found that a glass which answered roughly to Miss Gildish on her dressing table, containing christ's. The scent developed when it
rings and other valuables, with her was learned that this suspect had an
gold watch, had been untouched by assumed name, "A. Anderson," that
the murderer. But apparently one he had recently taken a flat in Glasgow
brooch of value had disappeared. This and furnished it on the hire-purchase
was the extent of the robbery, if there system, that at this very date he was
had been a robbery. A wooden box leaving this flat to two German women
had been broken open, however, and from one of whom he had borrowed
the murderer, finding papers therein, £25, and that he was sailing with yet
had scattered them on the floor. No another lady, not his wife, to New
weapon was found in the flat, but a York, under a new pseudonym, Mr.
chair may have been used to inflict and Mrs. Otto Sando. As a dealer in
certain of the injuries. It was stained jewels, it was conceivable that Sando
had obtained admittance to the apartwith blood.
The windows of all the rooms were ment by ofi^ering to Miss Gilchrist a
closed, except one in the kitchen which bargain. That no touch of melodrama
was open three inches. On a bit of should be omitted, let us add that
lawn below the window, the police Sando had shaved off his moustache
later found an augur. The murderer and that the liner on which he booked
had lighted the gas and left behind his passage was none other than the
him a match box but, in those days, ill-fated Lusitania.
Glasgow did not worry over fingerprints.
XCITED opinion embellished this
aspect of the case. There were
II
stories of Miss Gilchrist's rooms and
HE murder aroused an immediate floors being torn up, and of diamonds
sensation. The brutahty of it, the thrown upon the pavement! A more
audacious behavior of the criminal, serious question was whether the
his escape in the early evening, and old lady was what was called " a
before witnesses—here was indeed a resetter" of jewels—that is, a receiver
case to inflame pubUc opinion. The po- of stolen goods, which avocation
lice were hot foot on an arrest. Yet the would have brought her into touch
case was not clear. No one in the house with dubious characters. It was a
and no one in the street had obtained surmise that militated against Otto
more than a momentary glimpse of Sando.
the man, and the impressions of him,
Here seemed to be a perfect case:
when later recorded, were uncertain First, the brooch as clue; next, an
and often contradictory.
alien without definite residence or
Hence, there was great interest at income; then, a man of dubious
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morals; and finally, a fugitive from
justice. With obvious alacrity, the
police decided that Sando must be
arrested in New York and cables were
dispatched to that effect, Sando was
seized and consigned to the Tombs,
pending extradition,
HE case had now ceased to be
Scottish alone, or even British; it
was international and, in the prosecution of Sando, a treaty with the
United States was involved.
Sando was extradited, and on his
arrival at Glasgow he was welcomed
with all the enthusiasm bestowed by
an appreciative democracy on an appointed villain of the piece. Seething
crowds, a rabid press, an eager prosecution, greeted this foreigner who had
done to death an aged and gentle
Scottish lady.
Still, despite the excitement and the
deadly bias against this unpopular
foreigner, which the judge deliberately
inflamed, the case was crumbling. The
hope that the jury would be unanimous for guilt, had faded away. The
only chance of hanging the man lay in
introducing some element of prejudice
which would sway the minds of jurors,
still wavering, and so turn an acquittal
into a conviction. The Lord Advocate,
who prosecuted, was Alexander Ure,
He is now a Judge of the High Court
of Scotland and a Law Lord, He introduced evidence as to Sando's character
on which his comment was as follows:

T

moved, I say without hesitation that the man
in the dock is capable of having committed this
dastardly outrage, and the question for you to
consider is whether or not the evidence has
brought it home to him.

So far from correcting this excess of
righteous indignation on the part of
the Lord Advocate, the trial judge —
Lord Guthrie — laid down the principle that, because Sando was asserted
to be immoral, therefore his guilt of
murder was to be presumed. The actual words are:
A man of that kind has not the presumption
of innocence in his favor which is a form in the
case of every man but a reality in the case of
the ordinary man.

Sando was thus convicted of the
murder. Yet even so, the decision
was by majority only. Nine jurors
voted guilty. Six took a different
view.

URING the trial, the man in the
dock had been curiously complacent. Imperfectly understanding
English, he had assumed that all was
going with his case as he had anticipated. But when the verdict was being
recorded, he suddenly awoke to his
awful position. Ringing through the
court, his voice asserted a plea of
innocenc6.
" My father and mother are poor old
people," he cried; and continued:" My
Lord, what shall I say? I came over
from America knowing nothing of the
affair — to Scotland, to get a fair
judgment. I know nothing about the
Up to yesterday afternoon I should have •
thought that there was one serious difficulty affair — absolutely nothing. I never
which confronted you, the difficulty of con- heard the name. I know nothing about
ceiving that there was in existence a human the affair, I do not know how I could
being capable of doing such a dastardly deed. be connected with the affair, I know
Gentlemen, that difficulty, I think, was re- nothing about it. I came from America
moved when we heard that he had followed a
life which descends to the very lowest depths of on my own account. I can say no
human degradation. . . . T h a t difficulty re- more."
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The answer of Scottish justice was
simple. Lord Guthrie assumed the
black cap and sentenced Sando to
death "in the usual form".
A rule, too, was adopted to prevent
any prisoner having the chance of
repeating so deplorable an indiscretion
as this man's outburst had been. If
Sando were convicted today, he would
be hustled out of the Court, unheard.
Ill
HIS narrative is not fiction but
fact. Otto Sando is a real man
whose name is known throughout the
world to be Oscar Slater. This man did
actually face execution on May 27,
1909. It was only on May 25 that, as
a result of public protests, his sentence
was commuted to penal servitude for
life.
Now, after eighteen years of rigorous inprisonment, this friendless
and unpopular German Jew, the
Scottish Dreyfus, has been liberated
by the direct intervention of Parliament itself. For his unmerited sufferings, he has been compensated by a
payment of £6,000, or $30,000. As a
solatium, it is little enough. But, at
least, it entitles us to assume that the
innocence of Oscar Slater is now indisputable.
In the extradition proceedings in
New York, Slater was represented by
able attorneys, Mr. Hugh Gordon
Miller, of New York, and Mr.
William A. Goodheart, of Baltimore.
From the first, these attorneys were
convinced of Slater's innocence, nor
has their interest in his case abated.
Indeed, they had strong reasons for
their point of view, which time has
justified. For, at the very outset of the
proceedings, the only clue which connected Slater with the murder and led
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to his arrest, broke down. It was
proved beyond doubt and accepted by
the police themselves that the brooch,
for which Slater held the pawnticket,
had been owned by him for months,
and could not have been — in fact,
was not — any brooch ever owned by
Miss Gilchrist! The only link definitely connecting Slater with the
crime had snapped.
Further, it was shown that the
moustache had been removed weeks
before the date of the murder and
could not have formed any part of a
scheme to effect a disguise. Moreover,
the alleged flight from justice had been
arranged well in advance of the crime,
and Slater had registered at a hotel in
Liverpool openly in his own name. If
he used various names, the reason
given was not the murder — this goes
without saying — but his domestic
perplexities. He had a wife, but she
was not the only lady interested in
him. In none of Slater's possessions or
suits of clothes or overcoats was there
discoverable the slightest trace of
blood, or anything else to associate
him with the crime.
XTRADITION depended, then, on
identification. As every lawyer
knows, such evidence is, perhaps, the
least reliable, even when given in good
faith, of all offered in the witness-box.
In this case, the circumstances precluded even an approach to certitude.
To every one of these witnesses. Slater
had been personally an entire stranger.
On the day of the murder, not one of
them had ever heard so much as his
name.
Nor had any one of them caught so
much as a glimpse of the murderer
except in a doubtful light and for a
second or two of time. Even so, the
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manner of the identification was obvi- which should be scrutinized with care.
ously irregular. In New York, the It is the statement that, on circumleading witnesses were allowed to see stantial evidence alone, the jury
Slater, in company with Deputy should not convict. That salutary
Marshal Pinkney, before they were sentence appears, strange to say, to
summoned to testify. Their identifica- have been written into his charge by
tion, with those that followed it in Lord Guthrie after Slater had been
Scotland, was thus reduced to a farce. sentenced. Apparently, the charge of
For an innocent man, Slater be- this judge, as he would have us read it,
haved, moreover, in a curious fashion. is not the charge which, in certain
His attorney in New York, Mr. Miller, particulars, he delivered to the jury.
advised him to appeal against extra- The authorised version is a revised
dition. The attorney was convinced version!
that such an appeal would be successArreste4 on a clue known by the
ful. But Slater refused this chance — police to be false, identified by meththis probability — of release from ods which were at best fallacious and
detention. " I beheve," said he, "in at certain points a fraud upon truth,
British justice;" and, in this belief, he convicted by no testimony worth the
returned to Scotland, ostensibly under name except testimony as to characarrest, in reality by his own decision. ter, and prejudiced by a judicial
It was hardly the attitude of a mur- charge admitted to have been indederer, conscious of guilt.
fensible in law. Slater was held to be
too guilty to be released, yet not
guilty
enough to be hanged. It was a
N SCOTLAND, the identifications were
curious
compromise.
repeated and multiplied. What
could be easier? A dozen of the police in
IV
plain clothes were ranged in a row and
HUS, although the general excitethe dark-skinned prisoner was told to
ment of the case subsided, a numstand among them. With wonderful
unanimity, all kinds of people began ber of people were disturbed by proto identify the face, suggested by its found misgivings over the whole affair.
complexion, and already rendered To the amateur detective, the case
familiar by photographs in the press. presented fascinating opportunities of
If the Lord Mayor of London had been speculation, and interest deepened
as famous at that moment as Oscar when, in 1912, Sir Arthur Conan
Slater, he would have received pre- Doyle, representing Mr. Sherlock
cisely the same measure of identifica- Holmes, took a hand in the matter.
tion. Read in cold blood, this testi- He wrote a book in defense of Oscar
mony is a scandalous travesty of what Slater which attracted wide attention.
ought to be a prosecution for a grave In it he used the Sherlock Holmes
crime like murder. As an example of technique to make a case for Slater's
what has come to be called "railroad- innocence. Slater then smuggled out
ing", it provides a perfect study for a despairing appeal to Conan Doyle —
a note which a discharged prisoner
the criminologist.
In Lord Guthrie's charge to the concealed in his mouth. Conan Doyle
jury, as now printed, there is a passage received the note. He again took the
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matter up with the authorities, and
thus kept the case in the public eye.
The retort of the authorities was to
regard the incident as a breach of
discipline and to deprive Slater of all
the privileges which he had earned by
good conduct.
Despite this intervention of Conan
Doyle's, it was not until the year 1927
that Parliament, utterly unable to
escape from what had then become the
Slater scandal, passed an Act that set
up a Court of Appeal for Scotland.
Five judges reviewed the original trial.
Unanimously, they quashed the verdict. The most dramatic feature of the
proceedings was the appearance in the
Court at Edinburgh of Slater's two
attorneys from New York — Hugh
Gordon Miller and William A. Goodheart. At their own expense, they
crossed the ocean in order to stand by
their client of twenty years ago, nor
did they accept any fee for their
services. On the contrary, they subscribed to Slater's finances; and when
a leading Scottish advocate was
informed of this, he threw up his
arms and cried, "Great God, is it
possible?"
LATER is today a free man. His innocence of the murder is held to be
S
as certain as any fact can be in an
uncertain world. He has been compensated. About him, there is no
longer any mystery. Except in so far
as his prosecution affects the real solution of the case, he is eliminated.
•But with Slater out of the way, we
are still faced by the fact that the
murder was committed. We are still
faced by the certainty that someone
committed the murder. We are still
faced by the question, who was that
murderer? It is a serious matter when
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a murderer, impudent as this man,
manages to " p u t it over" the legal
authorities of two great nations, and
"get away with it".
Indeed, there is a still more serious
question. Why was a man so obviously
unconnected with the crime as Slater
ever indicted? The only clue connecting him with the affair — that is,
the brooch — had hopelessly broken
down. Yet for some reason, the police
refused to look elsewhere.
INCE the crime, twenty years have
elapsed. In twenty years, the eviS
dence of a crime is scattered. Witnesses
die or travel to distant countries where
they cannot be reached. The poHce,
regarding the case as settled, do not
trouble to pursue its details or even
to preserve all of the material, relevant or irrelevant to the real issue.
To say that any particular man, dead
or alive, is guilty of this awful crime,
would be to assume a responsibility,
only to be discharged by a process of
law. Yet it is hard to suppose that
public opinion will allow the case to
rest undetermined.
What, if any, was the excuse of the
police? To begin with, there was the
evidence of Antoine, Slater's mistress.
She declared that Slater was at home
for dinner at seven o'clock on the
fatal day. The alibi was contemptuously dismissed by Lord Guthrie. It
may have been no more impressive
to the Court than other alibis. But,
on the other hand, it was at least as
reliable as evidence as any of the
identifications elaborated by the
police. Today, there is no reason
whatever to doubt that Antoine spoke
the truth. A woman's life may be
pitiable. But that is no reason for
assuming — as Lord Guthrie by im-
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plication suggested to the jury that
they should assume — that her testimony is worthless.

limits. Was this conduct of the police
due to mere stupidity?
It is quite true that Slater, if guilty,
might have used an augur. If, however, the augur, with its deadly disfigurements, was ignored, and the
hammer, with its absolute cleaoliness,
was substituted, the reason can only
have been that some instrument had
to be selected which could be connected with Slater.
There arises next the vital question
how the murderer obtained access to
the apartment. The window of the
kitchen was open — as we have seen
— but only two or three inches. Had
the murderer entered that way, it is
unlikely that he would have half
closed the window behind him. Also
the window was on an upper floor
well above the ground and difficult
of access. There is thus no serious
suggestion that the murderer used
any window for entrance, whether
into the kitchen or other room of the
apartment.
We may take it for granted that he
entered by the doors through which
he certainly made his exit. It follows
either that he had means of opening
those doors or that the doors were
opened for him by someone else.

GAIN, with what weapon was Miss
Gilchrist murdered? In Slater's
baggage, a small hammer—the kind of
thing you might pick up in a ten cent
store — was discovered. The theory
of the police was that, crossing the
ocean as a fugitive from justice, he
had carefully preserved this rehc of
his own guilt which at any time he
could have thrown out of a porthole.
On the hammer there were found,
strange to say, no traces of blood
or hair.
But was the hammer, carried by
Slater to New York and used to convict him, the only instrument discovered by the detectives? Not at
all. The window in Miss Gilchrist's
kitchen was, as we have seen, found
open by about three inches. Immediately below this window, on some
grass, there lay an augur. This augur
was "wet", and, to it, there was
clinging human hair — gray hair —
the hair of an aged person. Actually,
the detective, examined as to the
augur, could not state in the witness
box — or would not state — what
precisely was the nature of the wetness on the augur. Now, why did the
OR the narrative of the crime, we
police prefer to assume that Miss
have been dependent in the main
Gilchrist had been struck by a blood- on the narrative of Helen Lambie.
less hammer belonging to Oscar Slater Much of this evidence is of necessity
when they had in their hands all the unsupported by corroboration. It has
time an augur — let us be frank to be examined, therefore, with parabout it — soaked in recent blood, ticular care. After all, this Scottish
with gray hair attached, and appar- lassie had to consider her own posiently thrown out of a window of the tion. She was entangled — let us asvery apartment where the murder sume, by no fault of her own — in an
was committed? According to Sher- exceedingly unpleasant affair.
lock Holmes, official detectives are
Helen Lambie's evidence is simple.
stupid. But even stupidity has its On going out, she locked both doors.
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Hence, says Lambie, the man, whoever he was, must have been admitted
by Miss Gilchrist. She must have
heard a ring at the street door, pulled
the wire, seen the man ascend the
stairs and, having seen him, let him
in through the upper door at a time
when she was entirely alone. Lambie's theory is supported by the fact
that, as Adams found, the lower door
into the street was unlatched.
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not take the jewels on the dressing
table which lay ready to his hand. A
brooch was missed, but even this was
not traced to Slater. Every other
valuable was untouched and — assuming that the brooch was really missing — we may suggest that the murderer may have taken it for the
express purpose of misleading the
police.
It may be said that the murderer
left the jewels alone because he was
interrupted by the violent ringing of
the bell on the part of Mr. Adams.
But the jewels lay on the dressing
table before his eyes. Five seconds
would have been enough for him to
slip them into his pocket.

HE case, presented by the police,
was, of course, that the man so
admitted by this nervous old lady, was
a complete stranger, an obvious foreigner whose English was imperfect.
The conjecture never was even
plausibly tenable; it was only by
illogical forensic emphasis that its
OREOVER, he knew that nobody
manifest absurdity was obscured. If,
ringing the bell could get into
then, we demolish the thesis yet the apartment unless he — the murfurther, it is because a new point has derer — opened the door from the into be made clear.
side, and while the bell was ringing
The Lord Advocate, with remark- he was actually employed on what
able confidence, declared to the jury sounded to Adams like "chopping
that " t h e motive for the crime is wood". There is no reason, surely, to
plain as daylight". Slater, he asserted, doubt what that sound meant. For in
"came to know that she (Miss Gil- Miss Gilchrist's bedroom, there was
christ) was possessed of these jewels," a small wooden box, fiiU of papers,
and "in the sequel" of his speech he usually kept under lock and key.
(the Lord Advocate) would show how This box was found broken open and
Slater arrived at this knowledge. The the papers were scattered on the floor.
Lord Advocate did not in fact pro- We now can gather without much
duce any evidence that Slater knew trouble why an augur was useful to
of the jewels or even of Miss Gil- the murderer. He had need of some
christ's existence. Not one witness such tool to break open the box. The
had ever heard Slater mention Miss box and not the jewels was what
Gilchrist at any time or allude to her, interested him. After all, the jewels,
had he found the whole hoard, were
or Miss Gilchrist allude to Slater.
no
more than a part of Miss GilStill, let us suppose that Slater,
standing in the street, offered to buy christ's property. But that property,
jewels from Miss Gilchrist or to sell owned by an old lady of eighty-two
jewels to her. There still arises the years, may have been affected as a
vital question why, after so obtaining whole by the contents of the box.
Here, then, we have at least a
entrance into the apartment, he did
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plausible suggestion, that the mur- lose all control of himself and beat
derer was a man desperately eager, Miss Gilchrist into pulp? Lord Gutheven at the risk of the gallows, to get rie was right. It was because the
at Miss Gilchrist's papers. We do not dead tell no tales. The inference is
accept without reservations Lambie's surely that the old lady recognized
theory that Miss Gilchrist must have her guest, knew who he was, and, if
let the murderer into the apartment. she had been permitted to survive,
But at least that theory, true or false, would have ordered his arrest. The
becomes credible if the murderer was very character of the outrage thus
no stranger to the murdered woman, corroborates the theory that the
if he had a personal interest of some criminal was acquainted with his
kind in her affairs, if, moreover, he victim.
was so well acquainted with the
Let us add that this is no recent
arrangements of her domicile as to theory, here developed for the first
be able at once to go even into her time. It was the theory indicated by
bedroom and pick out the precise box the police themselves immediately
where her papers were to be found! after the crime. The man they wanted
The scattering of the papers on the was a man known to the victim, and
ground suggests an eager search for they allowed the public to be aware
the particular papers that were de- of their surmise.
sired.
UT there does arise a further quesSuch a man, well known to Miss
tion. Did Lambie tell the whole
Gilchrist, would not arouse in her
mind a suspicion of violence. We can truth? Her conduct, when she met
sfee how she came — according to Mr. Adams on the landing, was
Lambie's theory, which the police curiously unexcited. Her suggestion
accepted — to open her doors to him. that he had heard the fall of the
clothes-pulley in her kitchen was
NDEED, we may carry the argument manifestly insincere. Her entire acfurther. In charging the jury, quiescence in the escape of the crimLord Guthrie used a remarkable inal, her quiet delay in going into the
phrase. "Dead men," said he, "tell room where Miss Gilchrist was most
no tales." Nor do dead women. The likely to be — it has never been fully
violence of the attack on Miss Gil- explained. Let us indicate — without
christ was thus attributed to a deter- accepting — certain obvious hypotheses. Had she admitted the murmination forever to close her mouth.
That was used as a point against derer before she went for the paper?
Slater. In reality, it was a point in Had she handed him keys in the
his favor. A bandit, who is a stranger street? We do not know. We do not
to his victim, does not need to mur- need to know. We merely suggest
der. He prefers to avoid it. For the that any such theory predicates that
victim does not know his name and the murderer was no stranger, like
can only give a description which, as Oscar Slater, but a man familiar to
a rule, might apply to a thousand one or other or both of the two
occupants of Miss Gilchrist's apartpeople.
Why did the murderer in this case ment,
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Here we must allude to a body of
evidence which was widely used in
the trial. It was asserted by the prosecution that, for some days before the
crime, a man had watched the apartment from the street. Five minutes
before that fatal seven o'clock when
Lambie went for the newspaper, the
watcher was seen, so it is said, by a
sister of Adams. That the watcher,
if he existed, should have been identified after the event as Slater, though
with obvious uncertainty on the part
of the witnesses, acting as they were
under suggestion, was a part of the
case manufactured against the innocent man. But the theory that there
was such " a watcher", is not of
necessity to be dismissed as a delusion.
ONSIDER the state of mind of the
murderer, as he stands on the
threshold of his awful plunge into crime.
Suppose him to be obsessed by the
idea that he must see and search and
even possess himself of papers belonging to Miss Gilchrist. Being acquainted with her, he is presumably
a man of unblemished reputation.
He has no desire to commit murder.
But he does want to see the papers.
Obviously " t h e watcher", if he
were the murderer, would want to get
at the papers as quietly as possible.
To enter the apartment without Miss
Gilchrist's knowledge, would require
ingenuity. Assuming that there was
" a watcher", we can realize why he
watched. He was waiting his opportunity, and Lambie, with her nonchalant conduct towards Adams, her
cock and bull story about the clothespulley in the kitchen, and her subsequent career as a witness, may not
have been wholly unaware of the
watcher's intentions. If she suspected
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a struggle between the watcher and
his victim, she could not but think
that it must have taken place, either
in the dining room where Miss Gilchrist had been sitting or in Miss
Gilchrist's bedroom where the box of
papers was placed. With Adams looking on, Lambie avoided both of these
rooms as long as she could. She
searched the kitchen and a spare bedroom where there was not the least
chance of making a discovery, before
she entered the dining room where
she might expect to find her mistress.
T MIGHT be supposed that this
analysis of the case had exhausted
the irregularities of an amazing prosecution. But there is still to be added
one final and damning omission on
the part of the poHce.
According to Lambie's sworn evidence, she proceeded, immediately
after the murder, to the residence of
Margaret Birrell, a niece of Miss
Gilchrist. So hasty was Lambie's
visit that she arrived at the residence
of Margaret Birrell about 7.15 P. M.,
or within a few minutes of the crime.
Clearly, her conversation with Margaret Birrell — spontaneous, excited,
uninfluenced by the police — would
be direct evidence of enormous importance. A witness to that conversation would have been Margaret
Birrell. Yet, incredible though it
seems, Margaret Birrell was not called
upon to testify.
It is admitted that an officer, by
name Detective-Lieutenant Trench,
called on Miss Birrell, inquired of her
about Lambie's visit, and took from
her a statement. The question —• the
only question — is what statement
was made by Miss Birrell.
In
1914,
Detective-Lieutenant
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Trench found it impossible to keep
silence any longer. He told what he
knew. He paid the price for doing
that duty. With an honorable and
blameless record and recent promotion, he was suspended from duty,
then dismissed; and, his health shattered by the humiliation, he died a
martyr to the highest ends of justice.
Amid this sordid and terrible tragedy,
the name of Inspector Trench stands
out as a bright feature in a dark
drama.

officials denied that A. B. had been
mentioned. We wish to allow to their
denial all the weight that, under the
circumstances, it deserves. It must
be remembered, however, that every
one of these witnesses had the strongest personal grounds for disliking the
revelations of Trench.

LSO, there were certain considera^ tions, not to be overlooked.
(i) The statement itself. Does it
read like an invention?
(a) The statement is corroborated
HE report produced by Trench by Cowan, a lodger at Miss Birrell's,
was explicit. Margaret Birrell is in every respect save this — that,
alleged to have said:
occupied in shaving, he did not hear
I am niece of the late Marion Gilchrist, who Lambie's opening outburst about
resided at 15 Queen's Terrace, West Princes A. B.
Street. My mother was a sister of the deceased.
(3) Chief Inspector Cameron testiMiss Gilchrist was not on good terms with her
fied
in 1914 that the statement was
relations. Few if any visited her. . . . I can
actually
made to him in December,
never forget the night of the murder. Miss
Gilchrist's servant, Nellie Lambie, came to my 1908, by Trench as his report, at the
door about 7.15. She was excited. She pulled time, of his interview with Miss
the bell violently. On the door being opened she Birrell. It was thus not a later inrushed into the house and exclaimed, "Oh,
Miss Birrell, Miss Birrell! Miss Gilchrist has vention but was known to the police
been murdered! She is lying dead in the dining a day or two after the murder.
room, and oh. Miss Birrell, I saw the man who
(4) What conceivable object could
did it!" I replied, "My God, Nellie, this is Trench have had in fabricating the
awful! Who was it, do you know him?" Nellie statement in the first instance, and
replied, "Oh, Miss Birrell, I think it was A. B.
I am sure that it was A. B." I said to her, "My ruining his career by disclosing it
God, Nellie, don't say that! . . . Unless you six years later?
are very sure of it, Nellie, don't say that!" She
(5) At the appeal, this year, Helen
again repeated to me that she was sure it was Lambie was urged by Slater's own
A.B.
friends to testify. It was found that
This was the statement on the part she had migrated out of Scotland into
of Miss Birrell, produced in 1914 by the United States. She was offered
Detective John Thomson Trench. her expenses to Edinburgh and back
The question — the sole question — again. She refused to face the Appeal
we repeat is whether it is or is not Court, and there were no means of
compelling her attendance. Slater's
an absolute fabrication.
An official and secret inquiry into counsel bluntly accused her of menthe statement was ordered by the dacity, and this charge, involving an
Scottish Office. It resulted in a direct implication of perjury, stands today
conflict of testimony. Miss Birrell, unchallenged by this unhappy woman.
(6) At the original trial, the prosecuHelen Lambie and various police
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BUT WHO KILLED MISS GILCHRIST?
tion did not call Miss Birrell as a
witness, nor Cowan; nor was Trench,
in his examination, questioned as to
the account which he had given,
according to Chief Inspector Cameron, of the Birrell statement.
(7) It is admitted that the police
were proceeding on the assumption
that A. B. was of importance when
the clue of the brooch — a false clue,
as at once was evident — was seized
upon as a pretext for abandoning the
earlier inquiries.
(8) It is further admitted that A. B.
visited the apartment on the evening
of the murder and was on terms which
enabled him to be there as an acquaintance of the family.
HE point to be made here is thus
clear enough. The jury never knew
that Detective Trench had brought
back direct from Miss Birrell to Chief
Inspector Cameron what, unless he
was lying, was a statement by Miss
Birrell; or that, according to this
alleged statement, Lambie had, within a few minutes of the murder,
mentioned the name of the escaping
man, whom she knew by personal
contact. Assume that Trench was a
liar, assume that Miss Birrell was a
liar, assume that Lambie was a liar,
everyone of them should have been
put into the witness box and examined and cross-examined on these allegations before a verdict was asked
against Slater. If a prosecution is to
be permitted to withhold such evidence from a Court, criminal justice
is impossible.
It is a serious matter, perhaps, that
Great Britain, with her proverbial
reputation for equity, should have
invoked the aid of the United
States, under treaty, to further an
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apparent abuse of criminal procedure. Unless absolute good faith is to
be assumed, such treaties cannot be
respected on either side.
In a case of perverted justice, no
more grave than this, Emile Zola
made the world ring with his J'Accuse!
We make no pretense to stretch that
bow of Ulysses. What has interested
us is the mystery within a mystery
which this case presents. One statement attributed to Miss Birrell may
throw a final ray of light on the
business. "Miss Gilchrist," we read,
"was not on good terms with her
relations. Few if any visited her . . ."
An old lady, though not on good
terms with her relations, may make,
none the less, a will. Had she illegitimate descendants? It has been suggested. We do not know. Enough that
Detective Trench found her to be —
so he said — not on good terms with
her relations; and old ladies sometimes
dispose of their property, in such
cases, in directions of which everybody does not approve. The question is, of course, not what will or
other documents were left by Miss
Gilchrist after the murder, but what
will or other documents the murderer thought that she was about
to leave.
HERE is thus one question which
T
has been for years in the mind of
every one who has studied the details
of this case. Slater, though innocent,
has suffered eighteen years of rigorous
imprisonment. Trench, though disinterested, has been hounded into
disgrace and death. Free use has been
made of their names. Many men and
women, unwillingly involved in this
case, have had to face the music.
There is one man, among all these
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men and women, whose name must
never be mentioned, Moslems of
devout scruple are careful not to
pronounce the awful syllables which
indicate the Deity. A similar privilege
has been extended by the authority
of the law to the gentleman, whoever
he be, respectfully indicated by the
letters, A, B. Approach this distinguished person, dead or alive, with
all reverence. He is sacrosanct. Even
Parliament must not dare to inquire

into the identity of this carefully
guarded and illustrious recluse. Who
is A. B.? Or who was he in the year
1908 ? Until the whole of the memorandum of John Thomson Trench is
published, without either asterisks
or other devices for hiding that to
which the pubHc opinion of two nations
is entitled, the restless spirit of Miss
Gilchrist will continue to haunt the
halls where justice was denied to her
memory.

Dead Letters
B Y THEDA KENYON
RAIL things of yellowed paper and pale ink,
One with the distant cylinders of clay
And picture writings of a long spent day,
Whose eager messages have lost their link
With human needs, and hover on the brink
Of dim forgetfulness—whose writers, gay
Or sad, can never wholly cease to say
The things which they have long since ceased to think:

F

You hold imprisoned in your deathless power
Loves that are cold, tears that no longer flow^—
The broken petals of a faded flower
From whose seed buds can never hope to blow. . . .
Yet . . . you hold safe until the Final Hour
Moons that are dark, suns that no more may glow. . .
This letter, round whose pages rose-scent clings,
Might once have saved some love now long time dead.
Had not its tender lines remained unread.
And so set free a host of happenings;
And this—who knows?—might have dethroned great kings,
So slyly strong the writing, though has fled
The writer; and this other, had it sped,
Could have foretold the beating of gaunt wings. . . .
I wonder—had you filled your destiny,
And carried from far lips to waiting ears
Your messages—what difference there would be.
What widening-circles of new hopes and fears . . .
Like death-sealed lips, you hold your mystery
Unanswered, through the swiftly-weaving years. . . .
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